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AI has been questing and foundering in its quixotic search for truly intelligent behavior
for over fifty years1. Nonetheless we are finally reaching the point where intelligent
systems are having significant impact within our society, and vis-à-vis DARPA’s
mission, the battlefield. Robotic systems and other intelligent battlefield fighting and
management systems are already at work in Iraq, Afghanistan, and elsewhere around the
world with more on the way. Significant Department of Defense funding has supported
these numerous research efforts and they are finally yielding tangible results.
 It is not enough, however, for responsible scientists to simply be generating new
capabilities for intelligent agents. We need to hold both ourselves and the machines we
create accountable for their actions. It is my contention that as we move further and
further down this highway towards human level intelligence, we need to invest in
machine morality and ethics as a core component of intelligent systems architectures.
For those who have been involved in the design of AI architectures, we know it is far
easier to incorporate fundamental principles of behavior and intelligence from the onset
rather than trying to retrofit them in afterwards.
This new direction cries out for interdisciplinary research involving people with whom
computer scientists and roboticists have had little interaction in the past: philosophers,
social scientists, political scientists, psychologists, neuroscientists, and the like.  We need
to now focus on a machine's ability to better address moral and ethical capabilities in
context:  i.e., among human beings and subject to the presence of social norms.  The
outcome of this approach can drive a broad range of AI research. These are daunting
problems that are easily classified as DARPA-hard:
• The transformation of International Protocols and battlefield ethics into machine-
usable representations and real-time reasoning capabilities for bounded morality
using modal logics.
• Mechanisms to ensure that the design of intelligent behaviors only provide
responses within rigorously defined ethical boundaries.
• The development of effective perceptual algorithms capable of superior target
discrimination capabilities, especially with regard to combatant-noncombatant
status.
                                                 
1 Assuming that the formal advent of AI began in the 1955 Dartmouth Workshop [1]. A
cursory search of the original proposal made no mention of ethical reasoning or morality.
• Practical planning (tine-constrained, anytime, explanation-based, consraint-based,
etc.) in the presence of moral constraints and the need for responsibility
attribution.
• The creation of techniques to permit the learning and adaptation of an embedded
ethical constraint set and the agent’s underlying behavioral control parameters
that will ensure moral performance, should those norms be violated in any way,
involving both reflective and affective processing.
• A means to make responsibility assignment clear and explicit for all concerned
parties regarding the deployment of a machine with a lethal potential on its
mission.
• The establishment of benchmarks, metrics, and evaluation methods for
ethical/moral agents, either in some absolute sense or in contrast to the
performance of humans in similar situations.
• The design of complete intelligence architectures that incorporate ethical
reasoning and behavior as a core principle as opposed to an afterthought.
• Real-time situated ethical operator advisory systems embedded with warfighters
to remind them of the consequences of their actions when appropriate.
This calls for an immediate investment in human-robot interaction and more specifically
machine/robot ethics. It is a serious mistake to keep plowing ahead without consideration
for the consequences of the technology being created in the global context of societal use
and acceptance. We must find novel ways to ensure that it is and will be integrated into
what we as a society and nation feel is appropriate.
The nascent machine ethics community has begun to study this problem [e.g., 2-4], but it
has often been concerned with an artifact developing its own sense of right and wrong
through interaction with humans. While this can provide guidance in terms of
understanding what morality is, and in some instances this is an acceptable strategy.  In
others, such as warfare, there is little place for learning basic ethical principles involving
the control of an autonomous combat agent in situ. These systems must be inculcated, as
our soldiers are more or less, with the correct ethical responses required for given
situations. The army has modestly sponsored this author with research in this area, some
results of which are reported in [5-8].
In summary, the time is right for a programmatic thrust into comprehensive moral agents
capable of ethical action in the broadest sense. Not as replacements for human soldiers
bur rather as adjuncts that can ensure that our nation conducts itself as we truly aspire it
to.
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